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CMPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
The Problem. One of the many problems in ednoatlon 
today Is orienting teachers to new teaching sitnations#
This paper is an attempt to introduce teachers to a specific 
school system by means of a handbook#
Into every school system come teachers who, whether 
or not they have had teaching experience elsewhere, most 
make new adjustments# However well poised and self-confi­
dent they seem, they must meet so many new conditions that 
they feel in some degree uncertain and insecure regarding 
the standards and practices of their new school# In smaller 
school systems this condition usually arises at the begin­
ning of every school year, because the rate of teacher 
turnover is much greater in smaller than in larger schools# 
Moreover, the practice of engaging relatively inexperienced 
teachers is more prevalent, since salary schedules are 
usually lower than in larger schools#̂
In looking at the local school system, school 
administrators must think carefully about things which 
are necessary to help the new teachers to be an effective
Philip W. L. Cox and R. Emerson Langfitt, High 
SsJSQSl AaminiStraAlOn and supervision (Hew York: American Book Company, 193*̂ ), p. 286̂
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teacher from the first day. The orientation of new teachers 
to the local school system is of great importance to all 
people in any community lAo desire the best educaticmal 
advantages for their children. Introduction to the school's 
philosophy and policies, for example, is believed to be of 
basic importance. Procedures of the new job should be 
explained. The problems of materials, books, equipment, and 
tests must be carefully discussed.̂  a background of the 
community, moreover, is definitely of importance, since many 
new teachers must have this background before adequate 
teaching can be done. Many school systems give attention to 
the personal needs of the staff. Still other important 
information might have to do with housing, sick leave, 
professional assignment, and salary schedules. The business 
and maintenance operation of the system might be explained 
as well.
Teacher orientation may be handled in various ways. 
The use of handbooks, preschool meetings, and tours are 
effective methods in solving this problem. The practice 
of giving handbooks to teachers has found widespread usage, 
especially in larger schools. Many schools find it 
desirable to publish a handbook in which a summary of the 
school's rules, regulations, and administrative practices
December
Ĝeorge R. Broad, "Orienting New Teachers," Hailjaoalilaa ̂  Sassâ i gsMsl Principal;, 3*+:67-68, , 1950.
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Is made readily available to teachers. In order to simplify 
revision it is convenient to issue the handbook in loose- 
leaf form, so that replacement sheets may be inserted lAen 
it is necessary to introduce changes in practice.̂
Purposes of study. The purposes of this study
are: (1) to prepare a handbook for teachers in the Public 
Schools, Hosmer, South Dakota, which will acquaint teachers 
with such matters as duties and assignments, administrative 
and supervisory procedures, school philosophy, and prin­
ciples of pupil progress; (2) to prepare a handbook to 
serve as a source of uniform information fqr all teachers; 
and (3) to prepare a handbook which will save time for both 
the administrator and the teacher.
PeitiHitatlon sL Î M  studY. This study is limited to
an analysis of the contents of a number of handbooks and to
the preparation of a handbook for a specific school.
Twelve handbooks were obtained from the National Education 
kAssociation. Four handbooks were obtained from adminis­
trators who were enrolled in the summer session at Montana 
State University. Ten handbooks were secured from adminis-
Ĝeorge A. Rice, Clinton C. Conrad, and Paul Fleming,AdffllnlgtoUpn sL müiSL mgb ggbasia. ïhr.gRgb Ifaaic Personnel (New York: The MacMillan Corç)any, 1933)» P# 268.
kAppendix I.
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trators upon request. Fifty per cent of all the handbooks 
case from schools of less than 300 enrollment. No attempt 
is made to evaluate school handbooks as such.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHàPTBR II 
RETIEV QP BEUTSD LITEBATÜHB
Vallaeê  Identified thirty-five commonly encountered 
problème related to teacher induction# Bread̂  classified 
and then ranked these problems according to their 
relative difficulty based on ratings by 136 new teachers#
The six major problems «ere as follows:
1# Problems related to understanding the school*s philosophy#
2# Problems related to conditions or work#
3# Problems involving teacher-community relation­ships.
M-# Problems involving administrative-supervisory- teacher relationships#
5# Problems related to established good teacher- pupil relationships#
6# Problems relating primarily to instruction#
The major conclusions of Wallace’s study indicated 
that teachers find it difficult to adjust themselves to 
new situations without administrative help# He also indi­
cated that few school systems provide adequate administrative
M̂orris 8. Wallace, "The Inducti(m of Hew Teachers," 
College $1:112-113, Hpvember, 19̂ 9#
George R. Broad, "Orienting Hew Teachers,"AasQfiiatlflB St SflgQfldarY gshaol Prlngioala, 3^:67-68,December, 195v#
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and supervrlsory aid for teachers new to their situations*̂  
The Division of Teacher Training of the Oakland 
Pnhlic Schools prepared a handbook of information for 
teachers consisting of three parts.̂  The first two parts 
contained material on "The Teacher in Oakland" and "The 
Teacher In an Oakland School." The third section contained 
a snmmary of current administrative practice in a particular 
school# This handbook was eâ eeted to be nsefol to both 
new and experienced teachers#
Hoggett̂  pointed ont that teachers should certainly 
be informed regarding the basic philosophy which has been 
developed for the school system, and about approved methods 
of handling routine procedures. Handbooks, according to 
him, are one of the best means of conveying information 
since most of us leam better through the eyes than the 
ears# All written material, moreover, should be prepared as 
far as possible with the assistance of teachers.
Small town schools find that the annual bulletin is 
quite valuable in providing information for teachers. The 
sample given below consists of the headings which were
p. 67.
(Chazq)aign, Illinois: Thé Garra:Âlbert J. Huggett, Praca
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used by one school In its annual teachers* bulletlnt̂
TEACHERS* AMUAL BDLLETIH
Table of Contents
!• The Purpose of the SchoolA. Who are the schools for?
B# The place of the teacher
C. The place of non-instruotional employeesD. Functions of administration
II. The Goals of InstructionA. The concept of the vhole child
B. The classroom as a place to lire
C. Contributions of subject matterD. The function of guidance
E. The place of the extra-curricularF. Health problemsG. Attitudes and idealsH. Personality developmentI. Social adjustment
III* Relationships with the CommunityA. School life based on cmmunlty life
B. Community participaticm in school activitiesC. The curriculum and the communityD. School participation in c(mmnnity affairsB. The teacher and the communityF. Keeping the public informed1. athletics, debates, forensics, drama­tics, teas, open school nights
2. the school papere. the town paper • the school annual 5* notes to parentso. reports to parentsinformation given to children teacher participation in community 
eventspupils as entertainers
I:
IT. Relationships with Colleagues
A. The danger of gossipB. Too narrow interests
p. 95.
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C* Cooperation in work unitsD. Cooperation in guidance
V. The Functions of Administration and SupervisionA. Better service to childrenB. Help-not hinderC. Provide Continuity
D. Advise as to innovating practices
E. Provide needed staterials and supplies 
P. Cushion from the publicG« On-call visitation H* Appraisal function1« teacher self-rating 2« pupil rating 
3# administrative rating
71. Professional ImprovementA. State and National OrganizationsB. Teachers' meetings1. schedule for2. topics for C* Pension plan D. Visiting days 
B. Plan booksP. Professional libraryG. Professional magazines
VII. Facilitation of Instruction 
iL. Visual aidsB. The main libraryC. Classroom librariesD. Use of magazinesB. Special equipmentP. Work of special teachers
VIII. Administrative DetailsA. Hours for teachersB. Home visitation and reports
C. Bell scheduleD. Enrollment and dismissal of children
B. Absence and tardiness of pupilsP. Care of school propertyG. Ordering of suppliesH. Teachers' certificatesI. Handling of text books 
J. Book listsE. Opening exercises L. Fire drillsM. Rules for s^ool parties
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
N. Dlsolpllnary oases
0* Ezctislng children earlyP. Solicitors and agents
Q. Appearance of buildings and groundsR. Substitute teachers
S. Gymnasium and auditorium schedules
T. School activity fundsU. Janitors' schedule
V. The first day's schedule
Bagman̂  indicated that annual teachers' bulletins are
ordinarily thought of as devices for the dissemination of
administrative information* If a teacher ccmaraittee prepares
the bulletin, the administrator may feel more confident that
the bulletin meets the requirements of the teachers than if
he alone prepares the material# His participation as a
member of the committee mill, of course, be important, 
oEdmonson” indicated that handbooks vill not only 
save the teacher's time but will avoid the ever-present 
tendency to load faculty meetings with routine details*
This instrument may also carry professional material de­
signed to present problems fcur staff consideration* A 
handbook will be needed for information and instructions on 
such matters as the following: fire drill, corridor
traffic, assembly organization, calendar of events, special
^Harlan L* Bagman, The Administration ̂  American Public Schools (Hew York: McGraw-Hill Book Cc«q?any, 1951)
p* 203*DJ. B. Edmonson, Joseph Roemer, and Francis L*Bacon, The Modern Secondary School (Hew York: The Macmillan
Conq)any, 19W) p* 171*
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ooonselors, rooms and hours, lists of committees for both 
teachers and stridents, and committee reports*
According to Edmonson̂ , a handbook shonld contain 
the following: (1) a title page, (2) a preface by the
principal, (3) a list of the faculty members, (W a list 
of rooms and subjects, (5) an eq>lanation of the marking 
system in nse, (6) daily schedule, (7) fire drill regu­
lations, (8) school calendar, (9) and other miscellaneous 
information regarding the habits and customs of the school.
The following are topics which might be discussed 
in an administrative bulletin or handbook according to 
Jacobson, Reavis, and Logsdon.Teachers* hours, schedule 
of bells, hall and locker-room duties of teachers, mail 
bœces for teachers in the office, hours at which supplies 
may be secured, regular requisitioning of supplies, chap­
eroning or attending school parties, assignments to extra­
curricular duties, dates for teachers* meetings, the 
official school calendar, a list of assemblies, procedure 
for teachers in case of personal illness, procedures for 
teachers if contagious diseases are suspected in children, 
and the procedure for securing janitorial service in
P* 325.
^̂ Paul Jacobson, William C. Reavis, and James D. 
^gdonj^Eail|g^5j £rto<?.lpala (Wew York: Prentice-
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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addition to that regularly furnished are all items or topics 
that may be included in an administrative handbook#
Such an administrative bulletin, according to the 
foregoing sources, is invaluable in that it furnishes a 
handbook for nev or substitute teachers, acts as a reminder 
to teachers who served in the school, and causes the prin­
cipal to think through the administrative routine for the 
year# Hbv elaborate such an administrative bulletin should 
be will depend on the size and complexity of the organi­
zation of the local school#
It may veil be repeated for eî phasis that the 
preparation of an administrative handbook will serve to 
focus attention on all the details which need to be faced 
before and after the opening of school.^
According to Wileŝ ,̂ a handbook is helpful to 
teachers, especially to those entering a new system. This 
handbook should include among other items such points as 
descriptions of the pension, group insurance, hospitali­
zation plans, statement of school policies, tenure, salary 
schedule, and promotion and payment procedures. It should 
also list the paper and certificates that must be filed with 
the administration.
p. 65#
(New York
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Bolmeier'̂  indicated that school arganization without 
a philosophy of education is purposeless. Such a philosophy 
in a handbook outlines the purposes and goals of education. 
Moreover, unity of direction or purpose can be accomplished 
best when one person is designated as being responsible for 
the administration of the entire school system. Some prin­
cipals present each member of the staff with an (organiza­
tional handbook so that administrative and staff relations 
may be properly understood. The absence of a hanibook is 
likely to cause uncertainty and differences of opinion. The 
handbook is worthless unless it is adhered to in all admiiv»
istrative performances.
■LhKyte tells us that before the opening of school 
many principals prepare, revise, or edit handbooks of 
disections for teachers. In some schools the contents are 
prepared by a committee of teachers working with the prin­
cipal. The most satisfactory and inexpensive type of hand­
book is a loose-leaf type one consisting of punched sheets 
of mimeographed instructions. The pages are placed into a 
loose-leaf binder so that they may be kept in good condition 
for reference. The principal's foreword, table of contents,
C. Bolmeier, "Basic Principles of School Administrative Organization." American ÆohoQl Board Journal, 122:21-22, March, 1951.
llj.George C. Kÿte, The Principal at Work. (Hew York: 
Ginn and Company, 19̂ 1), P. 106̂
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classified items, and index are inclnded. The principal's 
foreword indicates clearly the nature and purpose of the 
handbook#
In a response to a letter, the Rational Association 
of Seeondary-Sehool Principals'̂  listed nine schools that 
have developed handbooks. At the University of Oregon, the 
Association for Supervision and Cnrricnlum Development is 
preparing a study relating to teacher orientation practices 
and to orientation handbooks issued by school systems.̂ *
Sthbb»tv  ̂ From the review of related literature, 
several observations can be made. Teachers find it diffi­
cult to adjust themselves to new teaching situations without 
administrative help. Many systems provide administrative 
and supervisory aid for teachers new to their situatims by 
means of a handbook of information# Many authorities in the 
field of administration and supervision recommend a handbook 
of information for teachers. This source of Information 
should include the school's philosophy, goals of instruction, 
relationship with the community, relationships with col­
leagues, professional inq)rovement, functions of adminis­
tration and st̂ ervision, facilitation of instruction, and 
administrative details#
15Appendix II.
16Appendix III,
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CHâPTER III
HANDBOOK OP INFCRHATICHI FOR TEACHERS IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS OT HOSMER, SOUTH DAKOTA
COMMDNITT
Hosmer, South Dakota, has a population of 5̂ 2 inhabi­
tants. It is an agricultural community located in Edmunds 
County and is sixty miles vest of Aberdeen, nine miles 
north of Highway 12. The Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and 
Pacific Railroad serves this community.
A great percentage of the people are of German 
descent. The population has remained approximately the 
same for the past, two decades.
The people welcome the teachers into their community 
by inviting them to their homes, churches and clubs. The 
school, as in all small communities, is the center of most 
community life.
The town has the services of a doctor.
Modern housing is readily available, and the rent is 
considerably less than in larger communities. The theater 
and bowling alley help to provide entertainment for the 
community and its teachers.
Community resources should be investigated and used 
when it is found that they will enrich the school program. 
These include people with special training or eô erience,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Interesting places in the comnnnlty, and interesting private 
possessions*
GENERAL ORGANIZATION OP SCHOOL SYSTEM
Hosmer Board of Education is the governing and 
policy-making body of the Hosmer Public Schools. The Board 
consists of five members elected at large idiose term of 
office shall be three years* Two members shall be elected 
every year except in years divisible by three, \dien one 
member shall be elected*̂  The Board of Educati(m meets 
regularly on the second Monday of every month ih^he super­
intendent's office in the high school building* It is 
bound, by reason of its elected status, to represent the 
vill of the people in regard to the type of schools and 
educational program which they desire* The Board of Educa­
tion is the body that renders decisions on all important 
matters pertaining to the school system* Included in this 
category are appointment of personnel, the school budget, 
and the building program*
However, the actual responsibility for planning, 
organizing and administering the schools is delegated by the 
Board to its chief executive officer, the Superintendent of 
Schools* He ià the one who sets up the school organization
H. Noll, The School I&gg, South Dakota. 
(Sioux Palls* Midwest-Beach Company, 1951) P* 72*
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In accordance with the over-all policies of the Board* The 
teachers, who are the backbone of the school system, are the 
most Important cogs In the organization of the schools. It 
Is through their Instructional and public relations efforts 
that the reputation of the school district Is established* 
They are responsible for teaching, gnidlng, and developing 
the children; for maintaining close personal contacts 
between themselves and the parents of the children under 
their guidance; and for assisting In the evaluation of the 
educational program.
PHILOSOPHÏ OF EDUCATION OP HOSMER PUBLIC SCHOOLS
The only tenable aim of the entire school In all of 
Its activities should be the better growth and learning of 
the Individuals which It serves* It Is the belief of the 
Hosmer public schools that they should recognize education 
to be a continual developmental process designed to enable 
the Individual to meet and solve his needs, and to protect 
and honor his heritage* This process Involves the acqul* 
sltlon of essential facts, the development of skills and 
appreciations, the cultivation of an Inquiring mind, and the 
attainment of rational attitudes toward order and change*
The above factors will prepare the youth for our complex 
civilization, and In turn contribute to the social, polit­
ical, economic, and spiritual advancement of the community,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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state, and nation.
PROGRAM OF SÜPBRVISICH
Supervision is the procedure of giving direction to, 
and providi^ critical evaluations of, the instructional 
process. The end result of all supervision should be to 
provide students at all levels with better educational 
services. Traditionally supervision has been limited to 
incidents directly associated with classroom teaching. To 
a large extent these incidents were directly associated 
with methods of rating the teacher.
Modern supervision goes beyond the olassro<m and 
attempts to direct the educational forces that influence
j>students regardless of where those influences are found.
The concept of evaluation is constantly being extended 
beyond a mere appraisal of student and teacher performance 
to include appraisals of the administrator, the school plant, 
instructional methods, instructional materials, school 
patrons, and the curriculum. Modern supervision is designed 
to help, not merely to rate, those who influence the educa­
tional process.
The Hosmer Public Schools subscribe to the democratic 
concept of stg>ervision. In this type of relationship the
_ , Caster T. McHerney, gHRgOlSlfflB» (HewYork; McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1951) p. 1.
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entire staff of teachers and superintendent maintains a 
cooperative, democratic relationship# Each has an important 
contribution to make in handling of the program, the focal 
point of vfaich is the child# Regardless of the fact that 
the superintendent serves as the director of instruction, 
the teacher is the important person of this democratic 
educational procedure. Being on the front line of action, 
the teacher will be first to see the problems as they arise, 
and through utilization of available resources the teacher 
and superintendent can see to it that something is done 
about these problems#
GUIDÂHCE PROGRAM
The director of guidance has the responsibility for 
the direction of the program of individual and group 
guidance in the elementary and secondary school# Assisted 
by teachers, the director seeks todevelop a program by 
which parents and teachers may gain increasing insight into 
the needs of all children. This program consists of inter­
pretation of all children's needs through the findings of 
individual case studies# It includes many group guidance 
activities for all children in the fields of educational, 
vocational, and recreational guidance#
The part played by the classrcwm teacher in the 
guidance program is of utmost importance. Because of the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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dally contact with the pupils, the teacher hy necessity 
hecomes their chief connselor in matters of health, studies, 
and personal problems* Many problème are solved by the 
classroom teacher without resorting to the services of the 
guidance director* However, problems of a more serions 
nature should always be referred for further study*
The director of guidance, in consultation with the 
superintendent, supervises the survey testing program idiich 
is carried on annually# Intelligence tests are given to 
alternate grades each year* Achievement tests are admin­
istered routinely to all grades. Individual teachers 
seeking to discover special needs of their students are also 
assisted by the provision of other specialized tests.
Attempts are made to evaluate the more intangible aspects of 
the child's growth and development through the administration 
of various behavior rating charts, personality tests, and 
interest tests*
TEACHERS' CERTIFICATES
All teachers to be eligible for public school posi­
tions in South Dakota must have valid teaching certificates* 
Each teacher should see that his certificate is valid for 
the coming school year before a contract for that year is 
signed* The State Department of Public Instruction has held 
that contracts entered into for periods idiieh are not
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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covered by the teacher's certificate are invalid. Teachers 
vbo do not have a degree are required by state lav to take 
additional vork for each reneval of their certificate.
All certificates most be registered annually in the 
county in lAich the teacher is working. The certificates 
should be turned in at the office not later than Friday of 
the first week. These certificates will be returned after 
they have been registered by the County Superintendent and 
recorded in this school. No sala^ can be paid unless this 
important requirement is met.
SCHOOL DISCIPLINE
Discipline is a means to an end in the school and can 
best be attained by those who govern themselves wall. The 
following ideas of discipline are those of the administra­
tion and many of the teachers in the school system. Good 
discipline not only holds in check the child during actual 
school hours, but it contributes something equally important 
by bringing about a conscious ethical conduct as the natural 
self-activity of the pupils.
If special attention is given to the habits, morals 
and manners of the pupils, the teacher can expect proper 
discipline in her room. The teacher should be discreet and 
judicious, avoiding haste and prejudice, but firmly insisting 
on good order. The sending of pupils to the principal's
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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office la usually an indication that the teacher herself is 
incapable of handling them.
Discipline may be said to be composed of three major 
factors, (1) organization of the school, (2) personality of 
teachers and their teaching, and (3) mmthods of discipline. 
In the organization of the school, the pupils must see that 
the entire teaching staff is united in its purpose and that 
they cooperate entirely in securing good discipline. If 
pupils sense this unity of purpose, they will govern thw- 
selves accordingly. A teacher should be given the moral 
support of the other members of the faculty. If one does 
have a different opinion as to the problem, this matter 
should be discussed privately with that teacher, but never 
before the pupils.
Some of the qualities to consider in the personality 
of a teacher are: good nature, optimism, tact, justice,
understanding of pupils. The teacher must be human. If 
the teacher has confidence, the pupils will also have con- 
fidanee. If the teacher is conscious of her powers and 
realizes she is capable of handling any situation, fewer 
unfavorable situations will arise. The teacher should 
furnish her pupils with an inpression of strength, ability, 
confidence and courage.
In discussing the third factor, methods of discipline, 
knowing just what to do and how to meet the trouble would
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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seem to 'be the solution* In order to accomplish good results 
ve most hare good oondnet every hoar of the day. The prompt 
handling of problems will prevent small Infractions from 
becoming large ones.
There are two methods of seenrlng good order. They 
are prevention and correction. If the pupil*s time Is 
planned correctly, he will be too busy for disciplinary 
problems to arise. If the teacher Is able to get the 
troublesome child to accept some responsibility In the dally 
routine of the classroom, she has gone a long way toward 
good discipline. Accepting responsibility helps these boys 
and girls to grow up the right way. It helps to develop 
character. It shows them that the teacher has confidence In 
them and trusts them. The teacher who can carry out a method 
of prevention satisfactorily need not worry about her method 
of correction.
The majority of the students desire good order and 
they will show their resentment to any offender. The 
example the teacher sets In and out of the classroom Is a 
great factor In discipline. It Is well to refrain from 
punishing or correcting the entire class. Doing so Is apt 
to unite the opposition against the teacher rather than 
against the pupil#
Discipline Is a cooperative matter. The most rigid 
disciplinarian can do nothing In a school system unless he
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has the cooperation of every teacher of the system. One lax 
teacher can do more in tearing down,a disciplinary system of 
a school than can ever be offset by several conscientious 
teachers demanding proper actions. Each teacher should feel 
it his duty to correct any infringement of rules which he 
observes at any place. By so doing ve can maintain a 
disciplinary situation which will be of value to the 
students and a help in creating proper study conditions.
It is hoped that we shall very seldom need to resort 
to punishment of students. In cases where some punishment 
seems necessary, it should be in keeping with the offense. 
Another matter that should be kept in mind is the fact that 
constantly repeated punishments soon lose their desirable 
effect. ' •
Corporal punishment should be resorted to only in 
extreme oases and then only after discussing the problem 
with the school administration. Teachers are personally 
liable for any physical injury which a student may suffer 
through such punishment. Generally speaking, corporal 
punishment seldom accomplishes any result lAiich cannot be 
accomplished by other more desirable methods. Be firm in 
your demands, but be fair.
Most teachprs that fail, it is believed, do so because
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they are toaahle to maintain satisfactory discipline*̂  School 
discipline might be classified into three groups: teacher
inrosed, discipline by the fellow-pupils, and self-disci­
pline. The latter type is the desired type. The school, 
working with the pupils either directly or through elected 
representatives, should organize positive standards of 
conduct rather than imposed lists of "don'ts."
The teacher must realize that adult standards of 
behavior take a long time to develop. She should not be 
impatient or discouraged with repeated types of behavior 
not conforming to adult standards. A teacher should not 
regard misbehavior as a personal affront, and become 
emotional about it. She should remain calm and undistrubed, 
and often appear not to notice trivial offenses. A sense of 
humor and a willingness to laugh with the class, to take 
some incidents as a joke rather than as a serious matter is 
helpful in winning over the pupils.
Many teachers do not realize that children reflect 
their own attitudes: harshness for harshness, resentment
for resentment, friendliness for friendliness, and the like. 
Teachers should look on each child as an individual, and 
seek the motive for the overt act. Sarcasm, scorn and 
scolding have no place in the classroom. Correction of
L̂ester H. Baumann, "When Teachers Heed Help With Discipline," Hâtions Schools. 36:27, July 19̂ -?.
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Individual faults should he undertaken in private, and never 
before the class, unless in a humorous manner. The child 
will feel more embarrassment by being singled out of his 
group, and likely react in undesirable patterns of behavior.
Parent cooperation should be enlisted in discipline 
problems, but on the grounds that the pupil's welfare 
demands it, and not that the school is unable to deal with 
the problem. The lowering of marks as a disciplinary measure 
is entirely unjustifiable; removal of privileges, assign­
ment of jobs or chores are usual forms of punishment but not 
educationally desirable. It Is necessary that the child 
realizes the implication of his wrong-doing. It is helpful 
to have a conference with the child and have him answer 
either orally or preferably in writing the following ques­
tions:̂  What were the things that I did that were wrong?
What was the bad effect upon the school, upon other persons, 
and myself? What shall I do about it?
PUPIL PROGRESS
The assigning of grades is partially a matter of 
guess work# No one can know a student well enough to assign 
a gradethich definitely indicates a student's knowledge of 
a particular subject. Since there is this element of
Ĝeorge C. Kjrte. The Principal 3̂  Work. (New York: 
Ginn and Company, 19̂ 1), p. 388#
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uncertainty I grades assigned should not only represent an 
estimate of the student's knowledge, but also should take 
Into account what the grade will mean In the student's life# 
For example, to give a falling grade to a student idio would 
not benefit materially by taking the work again Is a waste 
of both the student's time and the school's time. The 
basis of any failure should be a definite belief that the 
student would profit materially from taking the work again. 
Personal like or dislike for a student should have absolutely 
no bearing on the grade assigned. Impartiality In grading 
Is an outstanding characteristic of a good teacher#
A policy of non-promotion apparently makes teaching 
no easier nor more effective than does the practice of 
continuous progress#̂  Studies Indicate that non-promotion 
has little noticeable effect towards stimulating a repeater 
to better effort and greater achievement. A policy of non- 
promotion generally Insures no greater degree of homogeneity 
of mental age or achievement within the various grade levels 
than does a policy of continuous progress. The Incldeneô of 
non-promotion appears to be decreasing In the schools of the 
nation#̂  There are no generally accepted standards for
L̂eon G. Doming, "An Appraisal of Certain Procedures 
In Classification and Promotion of Pupils,” National 
SlaBSatftM PglflffAPftl» 19:621-5, July 1940.
D. Gestle, "Promotion or Placement," Elementary School Journalf W *61-64-, October 194-7*
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promotion or retention.
The problem of pnpil promotion is essentially one of 
pnpil placement in which the real welfare of the individnal 
is the basic issne. The length of time spent by the child 
in the elementary school will be determined by a careful 
estimate of the child * s needs in the light of his chrono­
logical age, mental age, achievement, physical development, 
and social maturity. It is probably better that a child be 
kept with a group at his social maturity level, with the 
curriculum adjusted to him than it would be if he were out 
of adjustment socially emen though with a group more at his 
level of achievement#
For the best psychological development of the child, 
it is necessary that he achieve some success# This implies 
the need to readjust the curriculum for the individual's 
abilities and needs. Teachers who have been using failure 
as a part of their teaching techniques must become familiar 
with all aspects of the problem.
TEACHING AIDS
A fair collection of teaching aids is available in 
the school. These aids can contribute much to the improve­
ment of Instruction. A list of these aids are: Motion
picture projector, slide projector, maps, charts, bulletins, 
models, and a fine selection of new library material# A
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rental contract Is maintained with the South Dakota State 
College Cooperative Film Library from which about two films 
a week are secured. The film schedule for the school year 
may be obtained from the office#
Teachers lAo are not familiar with the operation of 
various types of audio-visual equipment, or who want help on 
special projects may call at the office for assistance.
Films are available for the first four days of each 
week. Films must be returned on Thursday night. Please 
list on the bulletin board the date and period you want a 
film shown. Â form will be posted for this purpose. A 
statement regarding films will be given to each teacher at 
the beginning of the week. If a teacher's manual accom­
panies film, it will be in a section of the mailbox in the 
office.
CURRICULUM
The administration is striving for curriculum 
revision in terms of mutual understanding and pooling of 
ideas with teachers. The conventional high school program 
suffers from specialization. It is thus a disconnected 
rather than a co-ordinated enterprise, because of special­
ized subject matter. Teachers, tied to numerous details 
within their own departments and often pressed by inflexible 
course requirements, too often fail to plan their work in
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cooperation vith teachers in other departments. The tradi­
tional subject matter curriculum fails to meet all the needs 
of the students. Be teachers of pupils rather than teachers 
of subjects. The Principle of Individual Differences must be 
considered seriously. A great variety of pupil activities 
should replace the dreary routine of study and recitation. 
Wide pupil participation should replace teacher domination. 
Work adjusted to individual pupils should replace uniform 
standards. The concern for the all-around development of 
the child should replace concentration on Intellectual 
achievement.
In order to bring about curriculum revision, the 
principal, teachers, and the community must sincerely under­
stand why revision is necessary. With a mutual under- 
stamding, curriculum revision will be a cooperative venture#
HEALTH AHD SAFETY
The good health of youth is fundamental to a success­
ful people.
Each fall, all the pupils are given a thorough physi­
cal examination by the local physician. When necessary, 
parents are notified of specific needs of their child for 
treatment or diagnosis by a physician. The State Mobile 
Health Unit from the State Department of Health visits the 
school annually. A health record is kept on every student.
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educate its citizens includes physical, as veil as mental, 
welfare. \
Besides the above phases of the health program, an 
instmctional program is carried on by all the elementary 
teachers. The high school instructional program is super­
vised by the guidance director and physical education 
director. Since the school cannot solve all the problems 
in the field of health education̂  cooperation between the 
school and selected comnnmity agencies is imperative. 
Teachers are asked to report all cases of oommnnlcable 
disease to the principal's office.
Safety is closely related to health. The safety 
program again is a cooperative venture of teacher, princi­
pal, students, custodian, and community. Â good, safe, and 
healthful environment should be maintained in the entire 
school, especially in the laboratory, gymnasium, and play­
ground. Pupils should always be supervised in these areas. 
Besides maintaining a safe and healthful environment, 
safety instruction should be given to acquire skills in 
safety. Safety is largely a matter of habits and attitudes, 
and these can best be impressed on grade school youngsters. 
It is recommended the school organize an all-school safety 
committee to develop a safety program for inside and outside 
of school.
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The school should be prepared for any emergency that 
may arise, such as fire or an explosion or a playground 
accident. Unlocked first aid cabinets are located on each 
floor of the school buildings. Several members of the 
faculty know how to administer first aid. First aid should 
only be administered for minor injuries and the doctor 
called for all injuries of a more serious nature. The 
electric horn is the emergency signal. The sounding buttons 
for this horn are located in the study hall and in the 
eighth grade room.
The safety committee should concern itself with 
school building inspection, playground inspection, class­
room inspection, allocating specific area of playground to 
primary children, the procedure in the burning of rubbish, 
fire drill, fire fighting equipment, safety code, an 
emergency plan, community resources, and traffic problems,
A record is made of every injury and filed in the principal’s 
office,
FIRE DRILL
It is the duty of the principal or person in charge 
of every public educational institution within the state to 
instruct and train the pupils by means of drill, so that 
they may, in a sudden emergency, be able to leave the school 
building in the shortest possible time and without confusion
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or panic* The signal for such a drill will be the sounding 
of the electric horn. Fire drills will be held monthly 
thronghoat the school* Obviously no one, except the super­
visor, will know when they will be held; therefore, it is 
imperative that all teachers have clearly in mind where and 
how the students should march from any room during any 
period of the day. The building should be vacated in about 
one minute* The students should walk quickly, but they 
should not run or push* A chart of the exact plan for 
vacating the building during a fire drill should be secured 
from the office* This chart will be placed on the bulletin 
boards of all rooms*
NATIONAL EDUCATION OCDE
A teacher has certain ethical obligations or re­
lations to the profession, to civic affairs, and to pupils 
and the home* The following quotation is based on the 
National Education Association Code*
The teacher should be courteous, just, and profes­
sional in all relationships*
Desirable ethical standards require cordial relations 
between teacher and pupil, hone and school*
The conduct of the teacher should conform to the accepted patterns of behavior of the most wholesome members of the community*
The teacher should strive to improve educational practice through study, travel and experimentation.
Unfavorable criticism of associates whould be avoided
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exoept vhen made to proper officials*
Testimonials regarding the teacher should be truthful and confidential*
Membership and active participation In local, state, and national professional associations are ezpected*
The teacher should avoid endorsement of all educa­
tional materials for personal gain*
Great care should be taken by the teacher to avoid interference between other teachers and pupils*
X
Fair salary schedules should be sought and when established carefully upheld by all professionals*
Mo teacher should knowingly underbid a rival for a position*
No teacher should accept compensation for helping 
another teacher to get a position or a promotion*
Honorable contracts when signed should be respected by both parties and dissolved only by mutual consent*
Official business should be transacted only through properly designated officials*
The responsibility for reporting all matters harmful to the welfare of the schools rests upon each teacher*
Professional growth should be stimulated through suitable recognition and promotion with the ranks*
Unethical practices should be reported to local, state, or national commissions on ethics.
The term "teacher” as used here includes all persons directly engaged in educational work*/
7National Education Association, "Ethics for Teachers," Montana Education y 22:3, December 19̂ 5*
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PAYROLL PROCEDURE
Teachers receive their salary in ten eqcal install­
ments paid on the last Friday of each school month* The 
following deductions are taken from each such monthly 
payment of salaryx
1* Income Tax: The amount ôf tax deducted is based
on the gross salary earned and the withholding exemptions 
claimed on the withholding exemption certificates fil^ by / 
each teacher with the siq)erintendent * s office* The tasr is 
determined from schedules issued by the U. S. Treasury 
Department. Any change from the nomber of withholding 
exemptions claimed should be reported to the superintendent's 
office Immediately*
2* Social Security Deduction: One and one-half
per cent of the monthly salary will be deducted for Social 
Security retirement benefits*
ABSENCE AND SICE LEAVE
When a teacher is to be absent from duty for any 
reason, it is his responsibility to notify the superin­
tendent's office* If possible, the notification should be 
made the day before the absence so that the arrangement for 
a substitute teacher can be made*
If a teacher is absent from duties because of ill­
ness, he is entitled to receive full salayy for such absence
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up to seven days In a school year. At the end of the year, 
any unused sick leave is carried over to the succeeding year. 
It is possible in this vay to accumulate a maximum of twenty- 
eight days of sick leave with full pay. Sick leave, whether 
for the current year or accumulated, may be used for sick 
leave purposes only. Salary deductions will be made for 
other absences and for illness beyond the days covered by 
full-pay sick leave. The deductions will be the difference 
between the teacher's salary and a substitute's salary, up 
to a period of four months in any school year. /
CARE OP SCHOOL PROPERTY
Responsibility for the care of school property is 
primarily that of the principal and those vho vork under 
his supervision. It is the joint responsibility of all 
personnel to maintain clean and healthy surroundings. The 
school staff most eliminate all hazards to prevent accidents. 
The school staff is responsible for the care of costly 
property and must prevent needless waste and careless use of 
supplies, equipment, and utilities. Teachers must be alert 
to aid and guide pupils in the careful use of school 
property. Attractive school property will reflect upon the 
school as a whole.
Any destruction of school property, unnecessary waste 
of materials, or any irregularities that occur should be
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reported In writing to the principal. The cost of destruc­
tion and waste most he paid for hy the offender. The school 
custodian has heen instructed in the cleaning and care of 
the school. All requests by teachers for additional service 
frcstt the custodian should be cleared through the principal's 
office in order not to interfere with the regular routine.
School property is not to be loaned.
HEATING, LIGHTING, AND VENTILATING
Since proper lighting in classrooms is of utmost̂  
isqjortance, teachers should at all times exercise care in 
the proper adjustment of shades to take Advantage of natural 
lighting. During the winter it will probably be necessary 
to use the room lights. Feel free to use lights whenever 
necessary, but do not waste electricity. Turn lights off at 
the end of the period or when you are leaving. If lights 
are found on in hallways or other rooms which are not being 
used, feel it a duty to turn them off.
Give special attention to ventilation. The efficiency 
of teaching will be considerably effected by the physical 
conditions which are maintained. Stuffy, hot rooms are not 
conducive to good learning situations. Room tesq>eratures 
should not exceed 72 degrees.
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TEXTBOOKS
Textbooks are provided by the Board of Education.
Each book Is numbered and stamped with the Hbsmer Public 
Schools stazq). When a book Is Issued to a pupil, It must 
be properly listed on forms that are available frtm the 
office. Teachers should keep a duplicate form. When the 
book Is returned by the pupil, the condition must be checked 
against Its condition at the time It was Issued. If a book 
Is damaged beyond that of reasonable wear, a charge Is made.
Teachers will find their textbooks In the textbook 
room. These books should be taken to the class rooms some­
time before the opening of school. All books which are not 
Issued to students are to be returned and stacked In the 
textbook room. Teachers are responsible for the care of all 
equipment In the rooms to which they are assigned. At the 
close of the school year Inventories of these rooms should 
Include all equipment of the room and Its condition as well 
as number and condition of textbooks.
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
The list of supplies which can be obtained by requi­
sition Is available In the office. All new supplies must be 
requisitioned through the office. Ho teacher should order 
or buy supplies without first securing a requisition form 
upon which Is listed the desired Item. This form must then
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be signed by one of the school board members or the super­
intendent.
All supplies will be found in the store room next to 
the office. When taking these supplies, record name and the 
item on the check out sheets which are tacked to inner side 
of the door of the store room. It is imperative that all 
materials taken be checked out,
ATTEI®ANCE RECCED
Each grade teacher is responsible for the recording 
of daily attendance of each student. Since the superin­
tendent's annual report is based partially on these atten­
dance records, it is imperative that they be correct. 
Students should be counted absent for all days missed until 
it is definitely known that they have withdrawn.
No student shall be counted absent until he has been 
enrolled. Students entering school the beginning of the 
second week shall not be counted absent for the first week, 
but a student who enters the first day and is absent the 
last of the first week shall be counted absent for the days 
missed. The daily memorandum books may be used by the grade 
teachers in recording absences during the week. At the end 
of the week these absences should be transferred to the 
attendance register. The system of marking absences will be 
the one shown under directions in the back of the attendance
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register* At the end of the six weeks, attendances shall be 
stonmarized nnder the indicated headings*
At the end of the year a stannary of enrollment and 
attendance should be drawn up in accordance with instruc­
tions given with the teacher’s final report form*
Each high school teacher will fill out a report form 
of the students absent or tardy duririg that day* This 
report form should be left in the principal’s office each 
evening* The report forms are available in the store room* 
Dated notes, signed by parent or guardian, are 
required on the first day of return to school stating the 
specific reason for absence. Legal absences such as 
illness, quarantine, death in family, and storms* Excuses 
for absences for any other reasons are left to the dis­
cretion of the office*
One of the most important habits to be developed in 
children is punctuality* For this reason no tardiness 
should be ignored. The school and home should work in close 
cooperation to determine the cause and methods of correction. 
Cases of habitual tardiness should be referred to the prin­
cipal for further study*
All grade students who are absent for more than three 
days at a time shall present a doctor’s excuse upon their 
return to school* The only exception to this regulation is 
in cases idiere it is definitely known that the student has
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been absent for some reason other than Illness. Should there 
be an epidemic during the year, absences of a single day 
vill be checked with the doctor.
All students who have been absent or tardy shall not 
be permitted to return to class without an admit or a permit. 
An admit allows the student to return to class, but does 
not allow him to make up his wprk for credit. A permit 
allows the student to return to class and also gives him 
the privilege of making up the work for full credit.
LEAVING SCHOOL GRODHDS DURING SCHOOL HOURS
The responsibilities and duties of teaching are such 
that it is advisable for teachers to be on call in the 
school building during school hours. If it is necessary, 
however, for the teacher to leave the grounds, arrangements 
should be made with the principal.
Pupils are expected to remain on the school grounds 
during the entire school day. Any exceptions must be 
cleared with the principal who will consult the parents.
No child is to be sent home unless someone is there to 
receive him or satisfactory arrangements have been made for 
his care.
LENGTH OF SCHOOL DAY FOR TEACHERS AND PUPILS
Since the school assumes responsibility for pupils
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30 minâtes before school opens and does not relinquish It 
until 30 minutes after school closes, the teachers are 
expected to be In the buildings during those periods. If 
conditions justify It, exceptions may be granted.
Pupils should not enter the school building before 
the school day begins nor remain after the school Is dis­
missed unless under the supervision of a teacher. In bad 
weather pupils are allowed to enter the buildings as soon 
as they arrive.
ACTIVITY
Activities should be planned at the beginning of the 
year and a definite period scheduled for rehearsals In so 
far as possible. Children should not be taken from classes 
for practice at periods other than those designated. Each 
activity sponsored by the school Is worthwhile, and In 
the judgment of the school administration, one activity Is 
no more or no less worthwhile than any other activity. Per­
sons In charge of activities should make It a point to be at 
the building before the time scheduled for meeting of the 
activity group. The custodian Is Instructed not to open the 
doors for students who come early for these activities unless 
the teacher Is on duty.
The purpose of all school-sponsored clubs and organ­
izations Is to develop character, personality, and In
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general to further the over-all éducation of the child. 
Teachers should, therefore, seek opportunity to sponsor such 
activities.
Every effort should he exerted to give all pupils an 
opportunity to belong to some organization. Likevise, 
effort should be made to keep a few students from monop­
olizing and belonging to several of the more popular organ­
izations. A point system may be used to encourage student 
participation in activities.
GRADING SÏSTEM
The grading system for the first three grades is as 
follows:
"S" for satisfactory work.
\"U" for unsatisfactory work.
"I" for improving from "U."
This method of grading has been adopted in the lower 
grades to de-enqphasize grades, and to remove many of the 
resulting tension and unhappiness that comes to the young 
child if he or she does not receive top grades. School 
experiences are a real thrill and joy to young children. 
Children at t his age do not need the artificial stimulus of 
grades to force them to leam.
If the child's early school e^eriences are as happy 
as possible, he or she will have a good mental pattern aet
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for later years of schooling*
In the higher grades, scholarship Is rated by letters 
without plus or minus signs. On the last page of your grade 
book, you will find a chart of the grading system. When 
averaging grades, the letter grade Is converted into the 
corresponding number as indicated on the last page of the 
grade book.
When arriving at the final grades for a nine-week 
period, the dally average shall count 2/3 and the test grade 
1/3. For example, a student has a daily average of 2.8 and 
a test grade of "C." You would arrive at his final grade as 
follows: 2 times 2.8 equals 5*6 plus the test grade of 2
which equals 7.6 divided by 3 equals 2.5 or a "B." All 
grades of .5 or higher count toward the next higher whole 
nxoaber.
BBPCETS TO PARENTS
Nine weeks reports are made for all students of the 
high school. Report cards are to be completed and handed
s
to the students on Wednesday of the week following the nine 
weeks tests. In addition to the nine weeks report, delin­
quency notices are sent to the parents of all falling 
students at the mld-polnt of the nine weeks period. Each 
teacher will fill out a delinquency slip for any student who 
Is falling or Is near the falling point.
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Six weeks reports are made for all sttidents of the 
elementary school* Report cards are to be oanq)leted and 
handed to the stndents on Wednesday of the week following 
the six weeks test. In addition to six weeks reports, 
parent-teacher conferences are scheduled twice a year for 
the elementary school students.
CHDRCH NIGHT
Wednesday night Is Church Night. There are to be no 
school events nor any practices for school events. In 
cooperation with the Ministerial Association to the extent 
of having (me night each week when school and church events 
%rlll not conflict.
NOON DUTY
Each teacher Is required to have "Noon Duty" four 
weeks during the year. It shall be the duty of the teacher 
assigned to noon duty to remain at the school during the 
entire noon hour. The teacher assigned to this duty should 
bring his lunch or have arrangements made with scmeone else 
to bring the lunch. A schedule of duties and lunch room 
rules will be Issued from the office.
S
DAILY PROGRAMS FOR GRADES
All grade teachers should prepare dally programs
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during the first week. After the program has been estab­
lished, a copy should be made and filed in the principal's 
office#
Before dally programs are set np, each teacher should 
consult the music supervisor in order to establish the 
music period for the various grades.
The lover four grades vill have recess frcss 10:15 
A. M. to 10:30 A, M#, and 2:15 P. M. to 2:30 P. M# The 
upper four grades will have r ecess fifteen minutes later# 
School begins for all grade school students at nine o'clock 
and at one O'clock# The first and second grade vill be 
dismissed at 11:30 and 3:30. The third grade will be dis­
missed at 11:)»5 and 3:̂ 5# All other grades will be dis­
missed at 12:00 and hiOO o'clock#
All grade students are permitted to have two recesses 
daily# They should go out to the playground each recess, 
except when rain, cold weather, or sickness prevents this#
In order to do good work, it is necessary that these young 
folks have their day broken up by short periods of exercise# 
According to our recess schedule, two teachers should 
be available for supervising each playground period#
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SCHOOL CÂUSHDAR
School Tear. Sept. 1, 1952, to May 15, 1953
SDEA at Siotoc Falls - Get. 22, 23 , 24
lâfiftUOB P«lS&g,. Thanksgiving - Mov. 27, 28
Christm as -  Deo. 24 to  Ja n . 4
■\
Easter - Apr. 3 to Apr. 6
1st six weeks period - Sept. 1 to Oct. 10 - 30 days
2nd six weeks period - Oct. 13 to Hov. 21-30 days
3rd six weeks period - Nov. ^  to Jan. 9-28 days
4th six weeks period - Jan. 12 to Feb. 20 - 30 days
5th six weeks period - Feb. 23 to Apr. 3 - 28 days
6th six weeks period - Apr. 6 to May 15 - 30 days
1st nine weeks period - Sept. 1 to Oct. 31 - 45 days
2nd nine weeks period - Nov. 3 to Jan. 9-43 dî s
3rd nine weeks period - Jan. 12 to Mar. 13-45 days
4th nine weeks period - Mar. 16 to Ifay 15 - 43 days
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TABIB I 
TBÂCHBR ASSIGIIHSSTS
^7
Met
Algebra Typing I 
Bookkeeping General Business Visual Education Publleatlcms 
Sophomore Sponsor
Kr. Cross
English I English II English III " Guidance Dramatics Declamation Freshman Sponsor
ÜCâ-̂ bSBflBSiÈ
General Science Biology Chemistry Superintendent Senior SponsOT
gkt Ial99tt
American History Soclology-Geography Gorernment-Bconomlcs Geometry Athletic Coach Junior Sponsor
Hr. Heckenlalble
7-8 grades Band
iBCa—SfidtouLst
5-6 grades Vocal Music
tfe&â.
3-^ grades Grade Music 1-2 grades
Miss Glsl 
West Rural
Hr»
Southwest Rural
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CHAPTER 17 
SUMMARY AMD CONCLUSIONS
In each school, orientation of teachers is an 
essential part of each administrative function* Teachers 
find it diffienlt to adjnst themselves to new teaching 
situations without administrative help* Into every school 
system there come teachers idio, idiether or not they had 
teaching experience elsewhere, must make new adjustments* 
Many authorities in the field of administration and super­
vision recommend a handbook of information for teachers as 
an aid in the orientation process. The consensus seems to 
be that this source of information should include the 
school's philosophy, goals of instruction, relationship with 
the community, relationship with colleagues, professional 
improvement, functicms of administration and supervision, 
facilitation of instruction, and administrative details*
This handbook, which is to be used in the Hosmer 
Public Schools, not only serves to introduce the new 
teachers to the system, but also aids the other teachers 
in answering some of their questions* If properly used, it 
is believed it will be the source of developing a good 
relationship between the administration, faculty, community, 
and pupils*
Twenty-six different handbooks were obtained to serve
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as a basis for the construction of this handbook. Twelve 
handbooks were obtained from the National Education Asso­
ciation. Sixteen handbooks were received from administra­
tors upon request. These handbooks came from all sections 
of the country. Fifty per cent of the handbooks came from
schools of less than 300 enrollment. The contents of these
\
books were carefully analyzed. No attempt was made to 
evaluate these handbooks as such, but the analysis of these 
books served as a basis for this construction.
In conclusion, a teachers* handbook of information 
should Ideally be constructed cooperatively between the 
administration and the teachers. However, this was not 
possible this summer. Handbooks such as these must be 
kept current if they are to be useful; therefore, idien 
revision beccmies necessary all teachers along with the 
administrator should share In such revision. Moreover, 
by presenting the handbook In the suggested folder. It 
will be much easier to simplify any change or alteration 
necessary.
It Is sincerely hoped that this paper will serve 
as a basis for aiding orientation of new teachers to their 
local school situations.
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APPEHDIX I
SATIQEriL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES 1201 Sixteenth Street Northwest, Washington 6, D.C*
July 3, 1952
Hr. Edwin Ohenauer 
#1 Chontean Hlssonla, Montana
Dear Hr. Ohenauer:
We have your letter of June 26, requesting Information and material regarding handbooks for teachers. Uhder separate cover we are sending you loan copies of handbooks 
for teachers which will give you an Idea of general prac­tice In the compilation of material to be included. These 
handbooks, which are used In the schools of Scranton, 
Pennsylvania; Lehigh, Pennsylvania; Clinton, Iowa; Cedar 
Rapids. Iowa; Arlington, Virginia; Jamestown, New York; Oakland, California; Wilmington. Delaware; Battle Creek Michigan; Decatur. Illinois; and Santa Barbara, California; 
should be returned within two or three weeks*
Cordially yours.
Frank W. Hubbard Director, Research Division
FWH:nh
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APPEMDIX II
MTIQR&L ASSOCIATION OP 8EC(»1DABT-SCH00L PRINCIPALS
A Department of The NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 1201 Sixteenth Street, N.V., Washington 6, D.C.
July 2, 1952
Hr. Edvln Obenaner #1 Chouteau Missoula, Montana
Dear Mr. Ohenauer:
There are a number of schools and school systems that have 
developed teachers* handbooks. Some that have come to sqr 
attention are listed on the attached carbon sheet. It may 
be that you will want to write to them for Information.
In fact, some of them will be willing to send you a copy 
of theirs.
Very sincerely yours.
Walter S. Hess Managing Editor
HtbarBnc/
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SCHOOLS ÂHD/GR CQHMDHITIES THàT EklE 
FDBLISHSD TEACHERS* H&NDBOOES
West H igh S chool, D enver, Colorado -  C harles B . G reene, Snpt*
A . B . D avis H igh S chool, H t. Vernon, Nev York
Edison O ccnpational S chool, C le v e la n d , (A io  -  M ichae l J . E ck ,
P r in .
Ottawa H i l ls  H igh S chool, T o led o , Ohio -  Bay B . D e a rd o ff,
P r in .
T u ls a , Oklahoma -  C harles C. Mason, Superin tendent
Stove Tvp. J u n io r-S e n io r H igh S chool, McKees Rocks, Pa.
Orangeburg, South C a ro lin a  -  E . W. Rushton, S uperin tendent
C e n tra l H igh School, C hattanooga, Tennessee
M cK inley H igh S chool, W ashington, D . C . -  C harles E . B is h ,
P r in ,
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APPEMDIX III
P. 0. Box 12̂ 3 Eugene, Oregon 
Jnne l>f, 1952
Dear Sirs
Theuok yon for your assistance in replying to my letter regarding teacher wientation.The section of this stndy relating to handbooks issued by 
teacher training institutions to beginning teachers is being published by the IMiversity of Oregon Curriculum Laboratory. The sections of the study relating to teacher orientation practices and to orientation handbooks issued by school 
systems are being used by the Association for Supervision 
apA Curriculum Development for inclusion in a monograph, the Nev Teacher, to be published after January 1,
1953.Thank you again for your cooperation.Very truly yours,
Aaron W. Armstrong
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